
This is the story of the rise and rise of advertising giant 
Saatchi & Saatchi as it has never been told before. 
With over 200 astonishing first-hand accounts from the 
people who were really there, this is a fascinating insight 
into a remarkable success story and an unorthodox 
business.

 Responsible for generating some of the most 
memorable and groundbreaking advertising of the last 
fifty years, Saatchi & Saatchi became infamous in their 
own right. Made up of maverick thinkers and ingenious 
talent, they broke rules and won big pitches, attracting 
the business of some of the world’s most successful 
companies.

 For the first time, the extraordinary story of Saatchi 
& Saatchi’s meteoric rise is told by those instrumental 
in its success – creatives, account handlers, PAs and 
directors – each with their own fascinating stories to tell.
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Richard Myers, Simon Goode and Nick Darke

NAME THE FIRST  
ADVERTISING AGENCY 
THAT COMES INTO  
YOUR HEAD.
EXACTLY.

Chutzpah & Chutzpah tells the story of the extraordinary success of the world’s most famous – 
and sometimes infamous – advertising agency. Saatchi & Saatchi’s company motto is ‘nothing 

is impossible’, and for the maverick and fearless Saatchi brothers, whose personalities and 
limitless ambition shaped the company, chutzpah (audacity and nerve) was the essential fuel that 
powered them on to huge commercial successes. Their rise and rise has been well documented, 
but in this book, for the first time, the source material is made up of stories and anecdotes from 

the actual people who helped make the company what it was and what it became.
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RICHARD MYERS joined Saatchi & Saatchi in 1975 and created advertising for many significant clients 
including Anchor Butter, Black & Decker, British Airways and Castlemaine XXXX. He is married with three 
children and two grandchildren.

SIMON GOODE spent nearly thirty years at Saatchi & Saatchi, starting as business development director and 
later becoming general manager of the Europe, Middle East and Africa network. Dividing their time between 
London and France, he and his wife have two children and two grandchildren.

NICK DARKE was one of Saatchi & Saatchi’s earliest recruits. After his role as creative director at Saatchi-
owned Siegel & Gale, he became creative director of Saatchi & Saatchi Design. Nick now lives in Gloucestershire 
and works independently as a designer. He has two children and one granddaughter.

Full of over 200 astonishing first-hand accounts of how the Saatchis achieved their fame and fortune, 
from board directors to PAs, including hilarious stories of the ingenious and daring staff who would stop 
at nothing to secure new business, this is an entertaining and honest history of a company like no other. 

Ultimately, Chutzpah & Chutzpah is a story of boundless ambition and creativity, and of a unique company 
where the old adage work hard, play hard, was never more fitting. Written by three Saatchi ‘lifers’ with 

exclusive access to the inside story, this is one of the most entertaining business books you’ll ever read.

Packed full of colour photographs documenting some of the most infamous 
Saatchi ad campaigns, including the Conservative Party’s three winning election 

campaigns, British Airways, Toyota and Campbell’s, among others.
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Left to right, back row: 
John Clive, Carol Cass, 
Dave Wood, Melvyn 
Redford, Nick Darke. 
Front row: Chris Martin, 
Jeremy Sinclair, Charles 
Saatchi, (now Sir) John 
Hegarty, Bill Atherton.

It was (designer of this book) Nick Darke’s very first week at 

Saatchis when the photograph was taken. For some reason (and it’s 

still a mystery to Darke) Charles told him he’d decided to give him 

the name ‘Philip James’ in the caption to the photograph.

Nick Crean became Charles and Maurice’s PA in the late 

1970s. He was no stranger to the importance Charles placed on 

managing stories about Saatchis in the media. According to Nick, 

one of Maurice and Charles’s legendary exchanges of views – 

complete with office trashing – was caused by a front cover of 

Marketing Week, headed ‘A Tale of Two Saatchis’. The story in the 

magazine was critical of the two brothers. Charles blamed Maurice 

for talking to a journalist without asking him. Nick says, ‘Not only had 

I been summoned into the office at dawn to make sure that all copies 

of that week’s Marketing Week were removed from everyone’s desk 

and from reception, I was dispatched to buy up all the copies from 

all the newsagents in the Charlotte Street area.’

John Tylee joined Campaign in the mid-1980s and was 

amazed at how far the Saatchis would take story management: ‘The 

‘ Charles could invent stories out of nothing as well: there was an occasion when 
there wasn’t much to report, no news stories to keep the agency at the front of the 
trade media’s mind…On this particular occasion Charles wanted to create a story 
that underlined the value of his creative department, so he contacted a friend in the 
insurance business and agreed with this associate that he’d “insure” the Saatchi 
& Saatchi creative department for £1,000,000, a vast sum of money in the early 
seventies. On top of that, Charles decided he’d take a leaf out of the world of football 
and institute a transfer fee if any other agency wanted to poach one of his highly 
valuable creatives. The story was complete fiction. But a few days later there we all 
were, the creative department of Saatchi & Saatchi, on the back page of The Sunday 
Times business section, photographed on a bench in Golden Square posing like a 
football team.’ 

Ron Leagas remembers Charles’s calls to Campaign, 

‘Garnering favour by telling of rumours he’d picked up. In reality, 

the rumours initially were recycled stories he’d plucked from the 

columns of The Grocer magazine.’ At least two people recall 

Charles using a different name when ‘placing’ stories; holding his 

nose to create a nasal-sounding anonymity, he became Jack 

Robinson.

Sean O’Connor joined Saatchi & Saatchi as an account handler 

in summer 1974: ‘Charles had one overriding objective for the 

agency in those days and that was to make it famous. His ambition 

each week was to be the lead story on the cover of Campaign. A 

friend of mine had once added up all the new business wins they 

(Saatchis) had announced in their first two years and it came to over 

£30 million. This was in the days when that would be the total 

billings for a decent top-five agency. They’d announce anything. 

Their great friends, the Green brothers, once had the idea of selling 

on the dresses that catwalk models wore. They opened a small shop 

in London’s Bond Street and gave the “account” to the Saatchis. The 

story duly ran on Campaign’s front page as “Saatchis in £3m retail 

win”. This was when the agency’s entire billings were about that 

number.’

An early employee of Saatchi & Saatchi was the then art director 

(later Sir) John Hegarty, co-founder of Bartle Bogle Hegarty. In his 

book, Hegarty on Advertising, he recalls some publicity creation from 

his time at Saatchi & Saatchi: 
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But then, suddenly, Bob walked 

into the meeting room in LA with the 

words, ‘As I was saying, whenever you 

need me, I’ll be there.’ The president of 

Savoy Pictures looked across the table at the agency, put his 

finger to his mouth indicating he’d been hooked. Theatre works as 

a selling tool because it demonstrates the agency is capable of 

ingenuity and daring. It also shows the agency cares.

John Wright, who was a management supervisor in the London 

agency, is a big believer in passion and demonstrated belief, and 

thinks it’s the key to successful selling. He certainly went the extra 

mile to persuade Toyota’s commercial director, Mike Moran, to buy 

a print ad for the Toyota Land Cruiser.

they could be more than just a builder. It’s said she was 

the first ever woman to enter their boardroom.

Later, when Laing became chairman (yes, 

chairMAN – she insisted) of the London agency after 

the split in the mid-1990s, she was made aware 

that the Conservative Party owed the agency 

around £1 million. She and the holding 

company’s financial director Charlie Scott 

set up a meeting with Lord (Philip) Harris 

(aka The Carpet King because of his fifty 

years of experience in carpet retailing), the 

deputy chairman of the Conservative Party 

Board of Treasurers. The conversation was 

civilized, but Harris made the mistake of 

showing off, with considerable pride, a 

rather flash ormolu clock he had newly 

acquired whilst, at the same time, 

suggesting the party had no money. ‘You 

can give us the clock then!’ said Laing. 

The party paid up.

Over in Los Angeles, the Saatchi agency Team One (set up 

initially by Saatchi & Saatchi to handle the launch of Lexus in the 

US) came up with a cunning stunt to win the Savoy Pictures studio 

account. The movie industry is an insider’s industry, and Team 

One was an outsider, so it was always going to be a tricky move. 

As Joe Cronin, the agency’s then worldwide account director for 

Toyota, based in LA, describes it, ‘Savoy wanted support and 

involvement from Saatchi & Saatchi New York.’ So Team One 

engaged Bob Kennedy, who was then vice chairman of Saatchi & 

Saatchi North America, to be the New York representative on the 

account. 

Come the pitch and the Savoy clients were told that Kennedy, 

at the appropriate moment, would be joining the meeting in LA 

via the very recently introduced satellite TV link. When contact 

was made with Kennedy in New York, a very snowy image 

lasted only long enough for him to say, ‘Whenever you need 

me, I’ll…’, at which point the link disappeared, which was 

not unusual at the time.

The Land Cruiser was, and still is, the vehicle trusted by most 

drivers in deserts throughout the world not to let them down. 

Anecdotally, in these kinds of environments, drivers who break down 

resort to drinking their own urine to survive. So the ad’s headline 

was, ‘HERE’S TO NEVER HAVING TO DRINK YOUR OWN URINE.’ 

Moran loved the idea but was concerned that it would cause offence. 

No amount of carefully crafted rational argument was getting him to 

change his mind. Eventually, realizing that rational was being about 
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Of course, the proof of Saatchi & Saatchi’s manifesto was in 

its delivery. And right from the start Saatchi & Saatchi set about 

overturning existing advertising categories and creating new ones. 

One category to get the Saatchi treatment early on was public 

service announcements. Up to that time they’d been pretty 

dull and polite. ‘Coughs and Sneezes Spread Diseases’ was 

probably the most creative there had been. But Saatchi & Saatchi 

tackled the briefs set by their Health Education Council client 

with fearless originality. 

The approach had been established at Charles’s consultancy, 

Cramer Saatchi, just before Saatchi & Saatchi was launched. 

Here, a brief about contraception was answered with one of the 

company’s most famous ads. Above the headline, ‘WOULD YOU BE 

MORE CAREFUL IF IT WAS YOU THAT GOT PREGNANT?’, was a 

photograph of a man who appeared to be in the latter stages of 

pregnancy. The legendary Pregnant Man.

Originally created as a poster for use in GP surgeries, the account 

director, Alex Fynn, points out it was adapted in 1973 to become one 

of the press ads in a contraception campaign he was in charge of. The 

provocative directness of the Pregnant Man 

was applied to numerous health subjects by 

Saatchi & Saatchi. An ad about food hygiene 

described in detail the unpleasant habits flies 

have when they land on food, including how 

they vomit on it to make it softer for them to 

eat. The copy concluded with the alarming 

thought, ‘And then...it’s your turn’.

A press ad, as part of a test campaign 

for anti-alcoholism in the north-east of 

England, featured a photograph of a 

bruised child looking straight into the 

camera with the words, ‘8 PINTS OF 

LAGER AND 6 DOUBLE WHISKIES A 

NIGHT AREN’T DOING HER ANY GOOD’. 

An anti-smoking ad showed a close-up of 

someone’s nicotine-stained hands using a 

nailbrush. The stark headline read: ‘YOU 

CAN’T SCRUB YOUR LUNGS CLEAN’. 




